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Introduction:
The Kage Shadow blade was designed to increase the ef-
ficiency of the snow removal contractor. The Shadow Blade 
is a wing plow that can change direction (go out on either 
side of the vehicle). Combining this new versatility of a wing 
plow,with the front blade, an operator is sure to find in-
creased plowing width and effective passes. Use the Shadow 
Blade to not only increase the swath width of the front plow, 
but also to counter-act the crab walk effect when you are 
plowing heavy snow to one side. The Shadow Blade may also 
be used for bench-winging and plowing back banks of snow 
that lie along the curb and in ditches.

Caution:
Use extreme caution when operating snow plow equipment. 
Know your surroundings at all times. This is heavy equip-
ment, and must be treated with respect. The operator is re-
sponsible for using extreme caution. By standers and parked 
or moving vehicles must be watched for at all times. Every 
piece of equipment requires training. Get to know your 
machine and equipment. Check over your equipment after 
every use for missing and / or loose hardware or damage.

Installation on tractor:
1. Mount onto 3 point hitch. Note: use the Kage 
supplied top link. This is a Category II standard 
width 3-point hitch. The top link pin (supplied) is 
1”, and the lower two pins (supplied) are 1.125”. 

2. With the Shadow Blade now hooked up, slowly 
lift the 3-point arms to the maximum height, 
watching to ensure that there is no interference with 
the cab or windows of the tractor if the 3-point is 
fully raised.

3. Bring the 3 point down until the front bottom 
edge of the Shadow Blade is approximately 7-9” off 
the ground. Make sure that the lower 3 point arms 
are as close to level or slightly raised as possible. It 
may be necessary to relocate the arms to a higher 
hole position on the Shadow Blade to achieve op-
timimum towing. (If the 3 point arms are pitched 
downward too much, the weight of the snow being 
towed will unwantingly raise the implement leaving 
snow behind.)

Kage supplied top link
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4. Setting the proper 3 point height: while the trac-
tor is parked on a level surface, rest the Shadow 
Blade on 8” blocks in 3 points. In order to achieve 
level, you may neeed to remove and adjust the top 
link.

5. Using the standard tractor 3 point height ad-
justments, lock the 3 point arms at this position. 
This will be your ‘normal plowing height’, and you 
should not have to move or reposition the 3 point 
arms unless you are bench plowing.

5. Adjust the floating top link:  The Shadow Blade is 
equipped with a floating top link so that the blade 
can float up and down, following contours of the 
pavement. Without instanaeous float up and down, 
the blade would inevitably leave snow behind. With 
the plow at the ‘normal plowing height’ ensure that 
your top link is in the middle of it’s float range. 
There is 5” total of travel. Adjust the turnbuckle un-
til you have approximately 2.5” of thread (float gap) 
showing at the ‘sliding end’.
6. Tighten the ‘Top Jamb Nut so that the turnbuckle 
does not loosen.

Float Gap2.5” - 3.5”

Screw End 
(one locknut)

Sliding End 
(two locknuts)

Threaded Bushing

No Threads ‘Slide’ Bushing’

Top Jamb Nut (for locking turnbuckle)

Float Restriction Nuts

Note: later on if you determine that there is too 
much float or the heel of the Shadow Blade is too 
low to the ground, you can adjust the height of 
that by increasing the ‘float gap’ to 3.5” or greater, 
then use the ‘Float Restriction Nuts’ to reduce the 
amount of total travel.
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7. Pull the tractor straight forward off the blocks. 
The front height of the Shadow Blade off the ground 
should remain between 7” - 9”. It is normal that the 
Shadow Blade has a slight pitch downward once it is 
pulled off the blocks. This enables the blade to have 
‘float’ when it is down in the plowing position. If the 
front height of the shadow blade is not within this 
7” - 9” range, repeat steps 4 - 5, making slight ad-
justment to the height of your blocks.

7” - 9” Slight pitch downward allows for float when blade is down

8. Locate your ‘pressure detent circuit’ rear aux-
iliary. If you do not know which auxiliary that is, 
check for a ‘detent’ in one of your auxiliary levers. 
The detent is an automatic ‘lock’ that keeps the lever 
in the active position. Now you need to determine 
if that detent valve is providing power, or float. Start 
the tractor and momentarily activate the valve to it’s 
detent position. If there is audible pressure build up 
that seems to cause a ‘dead head’, that is the valve 
you need. If the valve simply does nothing when the 
tractor is running, and the valve is in detent, then 
that is a float valve and will not work for this appli-
cation. Try another valve. NOTE: some models of 
tractor are equipped with a ‘safety detent pressure 
kickoff ’. If the valve builds pressue in the detent 
position, but automatically ‘kicks out’ you will need 
to adjust the pressure that the valve ‘kicks out at’. 
Refer to your owners manual for adjustment. One 
example of that adjustment is shown in the picture 
here.

*CLICK* STAYS DETENTED AND 
PRESSURIZED
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10. Look for a plug inside the cab of your tractor 
that resembles the picture to the right. If you can 
locate this plug, you can simply plug the two-wire 
lead coming from the joystick into that plug. If not, 
you will need to run the long two-wire lead to the 
battery.
Install Leads To Battery: Install the harness: con-
nect the red and black wires of the Tractor Har-
ness to a 12VDC, 20 amp source (typically di-
rectly to the battery terminals). Run the wires 
carefully to avoid excessive heat, or rubbing that 
can cause shorts. Connect the red wire to the 
positive, and the black to the negative. Make se-
cure connections. If you loose power during 
operation, the Shadow Blade will not operate.                                                                      
Mount the joystick in a convenient location for the 
operator.  Typically this is mounted directly onto 
the joystick which operates the front plow. The joy-
stick bracket is able to be hand-formed with large 
pliers to achieve good ergonomics. It may be neces-
sary to rotate the joystick so that the x and y axis are 
correct. Forward is indicated on the joystick.

9. Determine your pressure (P) and tank (T) lines 
by looking at the Shadow Blade valve. Hook them 
up to their respective outlets on the ‘pressure detent 
circuit’ tractor auxiliary. If you are not sure which 
port is which, hook them up and activate the valve 
with the tractor running at idle. If the fluid simply 
‘hums’ through the valve ciruit it is correct. If the 
circuit builds pressure and seems to ‘dead head’ 
then reverse the hoses, or the valve lever. The Shad-
ow Blade has a built in check valve that prevents 
fluid from travelling in the wrong direction.

Shadow Blade Circuit
Front Plow Circuit 

(optional)

Example:

Forward travel direction

Left / Right

High amp plug (factory - 
equipped for some tractors)
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11. Run the other side of the Tractor Harness 
through the back of the tractor cab (usually through 
the window seal), and plug into the receptacle un-
derneath the Shadow Blade control box.

12. Confirm that the LED light on the controller is 
blinking green.
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X Axis (Left / Right)

Secondary (Float) 
Prim

ary Range

Familiarize yourself with the joystick. the X axis 
(left and right) controls the Shadow Blade rotation 
(which side the blade is on). The Y axis controls the 
the amount of angle you have, as well as the ‘fold’ 
function. There is also a pushbutton at the top. The 
pushbutton must be pressed initally to verify opera-
tor presence, and activates ‘fold mode’.
X Axis: The X axis has a center position, and two positions 
(Primary and Secondary) on each side of center (it chanes 
about halfway through it’s range, however you do not feel 
the transition). These different ranges make it possible to 
‘manually’ manipulate the rotation of the plow if you want 
to stop rotation of it in any position other than Top Dead 
Center (TDC), Float Passenger (fully down and floating on 
passenger side), or Float Driver (fully down and floating on 
driver side). Once you move it into the secondary position, 
it detects what position it is currently in, then reacts accord-
ingly. A) If the plow is TDC and you move the joystick to 
the secondary position on the left (driver side) the plow will 
begin to rotate to the driver side. After about 15 degrees, and 
if you are still holding the joystick in the same position, the 
plow will go into ‘driver side float mode, and gently drop 
to the ground. At any point during the rotation, you can 
quickly move the joystick in the opposite direction and then 
let go to instantly stop the rotation of the plow. B) If the plow 
is down in the ‘driver side float position’, and you momen-
tarily hold the joystick in the secondary float position to the 
right (passenger side), the plow will automatically rotate up, 
and stop once it reaches TDC. NOTE: Usually you will use 
the secondary ranges of the joystick to operate the Shadow 
Blade. The Primary ranges are only used if you want to rotate 
the blade in short bursts, and lock it in the position where 
you let go of the joystick.     Y Axis: 
The Y Axis is the movement back and forth. Unlike the X 
Axis, the Y Axis does not have dual ranges. When you move 
the joystick forward, the shadow blade will angle forward. 
Back will angle backward. If you want to fold the Shadow 
Blade at the hinge point, depress and hold the button at the 
top of the joystick, while moving the joystick back or for-
ward. The Shadow Blade does not ‘fold’ automatically, so in 
order to put it into the Stowed Position, raise the plow to 
TDC, depress and hold the button while moving the joystick 
back until the plow is folded. To deploy, move the joystick 
to either secondary position, and after about 15 degrees of 
rotation, let the joystick return to center. The Shadow Blade 
will continue to ease down the the ground, and while that is 
happening depress and hold the button while you move the 
joystick forward.

Passenger Side Float 
PositionCarry PositionDriver Side Float 

Position

Stowed Position
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Try It Out: Start the Tractor. Move the ‘pres-
sure detent circuit’ lever into the detent position. 
This activates the Shadow Blade circuit, and now 
the valve is ready to take your commands. Once 
you are clear of obstacles around you, gently press 
the button on the joystick. This tells the Shadow 
Blade that you are present. You will need to perform 
this anytime that you disconnect power from the 
controller. Now, move the joystick to the left in the 
primary range. You will see that the blade will start 
to rotate to the driver side. If you let go, the rotation 
stops. Now, hold the joystick all the way to the left 
until the blade is setting on the ground. This is now 
in float mode, allowing the rotate cylinders to freely 
move in and out, and the blade to follow contours 
in the pavement. To raise, simply hold the joystick 
to the right in the Primary range. If you let go, you 
will notice that the rotation will stop. Now, assum-
ing that you are about halfway up, hold the joystick 
all the way to the right for 1 second and let go. You 
will notice that the Shadow Blade will continue and 
complete it’s rotation to TDC (top dead center +/- 3 
degrees). Now hold the joystick all the way to the 
right (secondary range) for about 2 seconds, then 
let go. This will allow the blade to drop into the pas-
senger side float position. Pull the tractor forward 
a few inches so that the Shadow Blade levels itself 
on the floating top link. Push and hold the button 
while moving the joystick forward. Now you are 
ready to plow. Drive forward slowly, adjusting your 
plowing angle with the back and forth (Y Axis) of 
the joystick.
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Understanding the Accumulator: The 
Shadow Blade is equipped standard with a hydraulic 
piston accumulator which cushions blows that the 
blade will encounter, and also helps maintain curb 
lines. The accumulator acts as a high pressure gas 
spring. If you hit a large obstacle with the shadow 
blade, it will angle backward until it clears the ob-
stacle. NOTE: if you angle the shadow blade full 
forward, and continue to hold the joystick, you are 
filling the accumulator, and essentially overriding 
it’s effectiveness. When changing the angle in a for-
ward motion, never hold the joystick down longer 
than you have to. 

 Accumulator (factory set 400 PSI)

Adjusting The Accumulator: The accumu-
lator can be downward adjusted less aggressive) 
by letting some of the nitrogen out of the bottom 
air valve. Keep in mind that the nitrogen tank is 
much higher pressure (400 PSI)  than standard air 
compressors, so if you let out too much it can be 
difficult to refill. The ‘softer’ the accumulator is, the 
easier it is to follow a curbline. On the other hand, 
the softer it is the less snow it can withstand. For 
instance, if you hit wet heavy snow, the blade may 
unnecessarily angle backward. The best thing to do 
is to try plowing snow, and if the blade is not mov-
ing back as easily as it should, let out a few PSI, 
and retest. Repeat this until you have a satisfactory 
result.

Understanding the locking pin: The lock-
ing plunger mechanism is a mechanical lock that 
prevents in-advertent drop of the shadow blade 
when it is in the ‘carry’ or stowed position, ragard-
less of hydraulic failure. The hydraulic cylinder has 
a spring built into the extension function, thereby 
always pushing the plunger against the bulkhead 
trying to engage the pin in the slot. Not until the 
operator activates the rotate function, does the 
pin retract. When the wing is within +/- 5 degrees 
of TDC, the pin will engage a ‘holding slot’ in the 
bulkhead. When the pin is engaged in the slot, the 
wing cannot fall. Grease the pin with light weight 
grease every 20 hrs, or twice a year so that it does 
not seize up.

Hydraulic Lock Cylinder

Plunger

Bulkhead
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Installing Optional Laser Guidance Sys-
tem:

The Shadow Blade has an optional laser guidance 
system that helps to remind the operator when the 
shadow blade is deployed off to either side, and 
helps keep the operator’s attention focused forward, 
rather than constatnly looking backwards to see 
what is happening.

1. Mount both suction cup mounts to the inside of 
the windshield. Mount them in a manner that does 
not obstruct the view of the operator. Typically in 
the upper right and left hand corners. Attach the 
adjustable arm to each, then clamp each laser into 
the arm. Carefully route the wire back to the plug at 
the bottom of the joystick.

2. With the Shadow Blade in the Driver Side Po-
sition, angle the wing until it is at the ‘optimum’ 
plowing angle (approximately 17 degrees from per-
pendicular). Center the tractor over a straight paint 
line on the road (a standard white or yellow traffic 
line works well). Measure from the center line, to 
the extent of the wing. Then, using the adjustable 
arm, align the laser so that it matches the same cen-
terline measurement. Once the driver sid elaser is 
complete, switch the wing to the passenger side and 
repeat the process for the passenger side laser. 
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NOTE: This is only a reference guide. The laser 
line does NOT automatically adjust as the plowing 
width changes, or as the tractor manuevers around 
in a radius. Operators should always be aware of 
these conditions, and only use the laser line as a ref-
erence. Perfect accuracy will not be obtained using 
the laser line.

SAFE USE GUIDANCE - GENERAL
A Class 3R laser is low powered. It normally would 
not harm eyes during a momentary exposure of less 
than ¼ second. This is within the aversion response, 
where a person turns away and/or blinks to avoid 
bright light.

Do not deliberately look or stare into the laser 
beam. Laser protective eyewear is normally not 
necessary. A Class 3R laser is not a skin or materials 
burn hazard.

However, a Class 3R laser can be a distraction, glare 
or flashblindness hazard for pilots and drivers. 
NEVER aim any laser towards an aircraft or vehicle 
that is in motion. This is unsafe and is illegal -- you 
could be arrested and jailed.
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Item# Part Name Part Number Revision Qty

1 3 Point Plate Pivot Box Assy 400-8067 1

2 18IN Wing Kit (Optional) 400-2063 0

3 JIC x Pipe 90 adapter 2501-08-08 2

4 Moldboard Wing Assembly 400-5000 1

5 1-8 Thin Hex Nylock Nut Gr5 91342A260 1

6 Hydro Cylinder 3x12 PMC-8312 1

7 Hex Bolt Grade 8 1-8x6.5 91257A970 1
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Version Starting Serial #

Version#

Wing Assembly Complete

KMX9
1
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400-8067

3 Point Plate Pivot Box Assy
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Hydraulic Sleeve #68

16
16



Item# Part Name Part Number Revision Qty

1 Hex Bolt GR5 1/2 - 13 x 1.75 92865A718 5

2 Cotter Pin 3/16 x 2 98338A516 2

3 BOX TURNER 400-4512 1

4 JIC x ORB Straight 6400-0-08-08 10

5 IFS244 Inductive Sensor IFB3004BBPKG/US-104 3

6 Hole Cap 404-1 1

7 Flange Hex Bolt, 3/8 - 16 x 1 92979A344 3

8 Hex Nut LH 1 3_8x6 HNLHZ_138_6 1

9 Flange Hex Bolt GR5 5/16 - 18 x 1 92979A253 8

10 JIC x Pipe 90 adapter 2501-08-08 4

11 R360 SmartController 32E A CR2530 1

12 JIC Bulkhead Union - Locknut 08x08 2700-08-08 10

13 Adapter T 08MB-08MJ-08MJ 1

14 Hose Sleeve 400-7726 1

15 Accumulator A4N0116D656Q 1

16 Hydro Line, Driver HY-708 2

17 Hex Bolt Grade8 1-8x3.5 w_Hole 91257A964-K5 2

18 08 Hydro Tube Long 400-7618 5

19 JIC Extender Swivel 08x08 6504-08-08 1

20 JIC x ORB 90 Elbow 6801-NWO-08-08 4

21 Lock Cylinder Spacer 400-7825 1

22 08 Hydro Tube Short 400-7867 5

23 Hex Locknut 1.75-5 90621A070 2

24 Valve Bracket 400-8085 1

25 Hex Bolt M6-1 x 6MM 91280A975 4

26 1-8 Thin Hex Nylock Nut Gr5 91342A260 3

27 Bulkhead Adapter Plate 400-7669 1

28 Tractor Harness 400-8916 1

29 Winger Rockshaft Pin 400-8923 1

Item# Part Name Part Number Revision Qty

30 SAE Flat Washer 1 x 2 90126A038 12

31 Crossover Line HY-701-ORB 2

32 WingValve 1090650 1

33 Valve Cover Weldment 400-8060 1

34 M6 Vibration Mount 9241K43 4

35 Flange Locknut 1/2 - 13 RF1213OFZ 5

36 King Pin Winger Angle Weldment 400-8536 1

37 Flat Washer 1/2 ROC-8071-033 4

38 Lockwasher, 3_8 ROC-8076-031 2

39 Hitch Pin 1 x 6.25 25653 1

40 Grease Zerk, 3/8-24 1095K96 1

41 Lock Cylinder Assembly 400-8831 1

42 JIC Bulkhead Union - Locknut 12x12 2700-12-12 1

43 Controller Harness 400-6497 1

44 Cat III Top Link End LH 22657 1

45 Hex Bolt 1/2 - 20 x 1 92865A352 4

46 Hitch Pin 1.125 x 6.25 25663 2

47 Cat III Floating Top Link Center Tube 400-5533 1

48 Hex Bolt Grade 8 1-8x6.5 91257A970 3

49 3 Point Plate 400-7298 1

50 JIC to O-Ring 08x10 6400-08-10 2

51 Hydro Cylinder 3x16 PMC-8316 2

55 JIC 90 Elbow 8mj_8fjx90 1

56 FoldExtendLine HY-459 1

57 #8 Orb Steel Check Valve #8 Orb Steel Check Valve 1

63 Conduit Line HY-400 1

64 Accumulator Line HY-412 1

65 FoldRetLine HY-425 1

66 Lock Line HY-406 2

67 Rotate Hose HY-401 2

68 3FT. x 3.22ID Hose Covering 400-8931 1

69 Angle Cylinder Line HY-404 2

Part Name:

Part Number:
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Item# Part Name Part Number Revision Qty

1 Optional 18IN Wing Kit (35 Degree Tip) 400-2063 0

2 Optional 18IN Wing Kit (Straight) 400-2062 0

3 Wing Fold Ear 400-8515 1

6 Hose Clamp Assy T3014S 1

7 Flange Locknut 5/8-11 3221357 26

9 Top Link Pin 21262 2

10 Plow Bolt 5/8-11 x 2" 90934A802 26

11 4Foot Wing 400-5005 1

12 Cutting edge 5x8x5_8 SBCSS60 2

14 Cutting edge 4x8x5_8 SBCSS48 2

15 Wing Moldboard 400-5100 1

16 Lynch Pin 90170A226 2

18 Dock Bumper 21685T13 1

19 Hex Locknut 1/2-13 95615A210 1

Item# Part Name Part Number Revision Qty

20 JIC - Oring 06x06 6400-0-06-06 6

21 Hex Bolt GR5 1/2-13 x 2.5 91247A722 3

22 Hydro Cylinder 2x16 B200160ABAAA07B 2

23 King Pin Wing Fold 400-8530 1

25 Flow Divider 400-7794 1

27 Fold Retract Line HY-409 1

29 Flow Divider Body C11074 1

30 Hex Bolt GR5 5/16-18 x 1.5 92865A587 4

31 5_8 m Allen O-ring Solid Plug 6408-10 1

32 Elbow Adapter 06x08 6801-06-08 4

33 Hex Bolt GR5 1_4-20 x 2.75 91247A553 2

34 Steel Bumper 400-1135 4

35 Lockwasher, 5/16 ROC-8076-030 4
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25 29
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Part Name:

Part Number:

905.00

400-5000
Moldboard Wing Assembly
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Item# Part Name Part Number Revision Qty

1 Flange Locknut 5/8-11 3221357 10

2 Carriage Bolt, 5_8-11 x 1.375 K567009 10

3 Cutting Edge 18x8 SBC18 2

4 Optional Wing Tip Weldment 18IN 400-8669 1
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Part Number:

Part Name:

102.00

18IN Wing Kit
400-2063



Rotate Extend

Rotate Retract

Lock Retract

Lock Extend

Fold RetractFold Extend

Angle Extend

Angle Retract

Rotate Driver Retract

Rotate Driver Extend

A-Port Install Orifice
900-VK421410-2

A-Port Install Orifice
900-VK421410-2

A & B-Port Install Orifice
900-VK421410-2

1

2

5

4 8 4

3

4 4

2

4

5

10

ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.

1 AD03P062S_C 6 STATION D03 PARALLEL SUBPLATE 1

2  D03 Sliver Block 02-185369 / SV3-10-C-0-00 (X2) / 
300AA00095A(X2) 2

3 MPW-01-2-40 D03 SANDWICH, DUAL P.O. CHECK 1

4 DSG-01-3C3-D12-N1-7090 D03 4W3P OPEN CENTER 12 VDC DIN LED 5

5 AD03TPPT4S AD03TPPT4S 2

6 1014115 PLUG, SAE -10 HOLLOW HEX 2

7 1014113 PLUG, SAE -06 HOLLOW HEX 1

8 DSG-01-3C60-D12-N-7090 D03 4W3P TANDEM CENTER 12 VDC DIN 1

9 900-VK421410-2 1.0 MM PORT ORIFICE 4

10 RAH101S50 1

Part Name: WingValve
Part Number: 1090650
Revision: 1
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Part Name: Shadow Blade Hydraulic Schematic

Version: 1
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Shadow BladeShadow Blade
Specifications

Weight KMX9 (Standard Assembly) 1620 Lbs
Weight Optional  17 Degree Wing Extension 102 Lbs

Weight Optional Straight Wing Extension 102 Lbs
Operating Voltage 12VDC
Operating Current < 20 AMP

Optional Laser Beam Classifi cation IIIR
Moldboard Height 33”

Specifi cations

1 Rear Auxiliary w/constant fl ow detent
Cat II 3 point hitch (most common)

Recommended Tractor Weight no less than 
9,500 LBS

Tractor Recommendations

116.5"
Example: 

12' Blade Angled 37_

9' 7"
11' 1"

37.0 °

17.4 °
Optimum Plowing 
Angle For Wing

4' 3"

5' 9"

108"

18"

15' 3"

16.89 °

Straight Wing Extensions
are also available

3.84 °
Maximum Forward Angle

54.06 °
Maximum Backward Angle

33"

7" - 9"Optimum 3 Point Height

55"Approx. 

61" Approx. 

7" - 9" TYP
5" - 7" TYP



 

Kage Limited Warranty 
 
 
 
Kage Innovation will repair or, at the option of Kage Innovation, replace those parts 
which prove defective due to material or workmanship under normal use for a period of 
two (2) years from the date of retail sale or date of invoice from Kage Innovation, 
whichever is later. Expendable items, such as rubber, or polyurethane are excluded from 
this warranty. 
 
Kage Innovation warrants that the products manufactured by us to be in accordance with 
our published specifications or those specifications agreed to by us in writing at the time 
of sale. The obligation of Kage Innovation is expressly limited to repairing or replacing, 
at its option, any product not meeting such specifications within the warranty period. 
 

 
 
To obtain service under this warranty the consumer must return the defective Kage 
Innovation product to Kage Innovation directly, the dealer from which the product was 
purchased or to any authorized Kage Innovation dealer, transportation and freight charges 
prepaid. Only Kage Innovation dealers are authorized to perform the obligations under 
this warranty with pre-authorization from Kage Innovation. 
 
No person is authorized to alter or amend this warranty or to create any warranty other 
than that set forth herein without the expressed written consent of Kage Innovation. 
 
Kage Innovation reserves the right to make improvement changes on any of our products 
without prior notice. 

LIMITATIONS OF WARRANTY AND DAMAGES 
 

KAGE INNOVATION MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR 
IMPLIED, AND MAKES NO WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR OF 
FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES 
WHICH EXTEND BEYOND THE FACE HEREOF. 
 
IN NO EVENT SHALL KAGE INNOVATION, BE HELD LIABLE FOR SPECIAL, 
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR FOR DAMAGES 
RESULTING FROM MISAPPLICATION, ABUSE, MISUSE, ACTS OF GOD, 
UNAUTHORIZED ALTERATION OF THE KAGE INNOVATION PRODUCT, OR 
SUBSTITUTION OF PARTS NOT AUTHORIZED IN WRITING BY KAGE 
INNOVATION. 




